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Subject  code 2CI4104 Subject Name Basic Transportation Systems 

Teaching scheme Examination scheme (Marks) 
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L TU P TW 

Credit 03 00 00 00 03 Theory 40 60 100 

Hours 03 00 00 00 00 Practical 00 00 00 

Pre-requisites: 

Learning Outcome: 

After successful completion of the course, student will be able to: 

 Understand the role of transportation in society, different types of modes, planning and co-ordination

of different modes in Railway

 Understand about rails, its Geometric design, Transition curves, Points & crossing, yards.

 Understand various components of Airport, its planning as well as design.

 Understand layout of Harbours & Port facilities.

Theory syllabus 

Unit Content Hrs 

1. Introduction :  
Role of transportation in society, Objectives of transportation system, different types of modes, 

planning & Co-ordination of different modes for Indian conditions. 

1 

2. Railway Engineering  

Merits of rail transportation, railway gauges and gauge problems. Cross section of permanent 

way and track components. Sleepers-function and types, sleeper density, ballast functions and 

different ballast materials.  

Rails: Coning of wheels and tilting of rails, rail cross sections, wear and creep of rails, rail 

fasting.  

Geometric design: Gradients, Transition curves, Widening of gauges on curves, Cant and Cant 

deficiency.  

Point and crossing: Design of Turnouts and description of track junctions.  

Yards: Details of different types of railway yards and their functions. Signalling and 

interlocking, classification of signals, interlocking of signals and points control of train 

movements. Construction and maintenance of railway track, methods of construction, material 

requirements, special measures for high speed track, maintenance of tracks and traffic operations. 

13 

3. Airport Engineering: 
1. Aircraft characteristics and their influence on airport planning.

2. Airport planning: Topographical and geographical features, air traffic characteristics and

development of new airports, factors affecting airport site selection. 

3. Airport obstruction: Zoning laws, classification of obstruction, imaginary surfaces, approach

zones, turning zones. 

4. Airport layout: Runway orientation, wind rose diagrams, and basic runway length. Correction

of runways length, airport classification, geometric design, airport capacity, location of terminal 

buildings, aircraft hangers and parking.  

5. Airport marking and lighting: Marking and lighting of runways, taxiways and approach

areas. 

6. Terminal area and airport layout: Terminal area, planning of terminal building, Apron size

of the gate position, number of gate position, aircraft parking system: Hanger: general planning 

considerations, blast considerations.  

7. Air traffic control: Air traffic control aids, Enroute aids, landing aids. 8. Airport Drainage:

requirement of airport drainage, design data, surface drainage design, subsurface drainage design 

13 

4. Water Transportation 5 



1. Harbors: Selection of site, entrance and channel requirement, ship characteristics and their

influence on ports management and operations, harbor maintenance. 

2. Harbor layout: Harbor works, break waters, jetties, wharves, piers, berthing facilities, types

and construction dolphins. 

3. Navigational aids: Buoys and lighthouses etc.

4. Port facilities: Docks, transit sheds and warehouses, general layout, containers and container

yard. 

5. Advanced Transportation System: 
Introduction, Metro rail, BRTS, High speed Rail, Bullet train. 

13 

TOTAL 45 

Text Books 

1. Saxsena S C and Arora S P A course of railway engineering. Dhanpat Rai and sons,  New Delhi. 

2. Khanna and Arora, Airport planning & design, Nemchad Bros, Roorkee 

3. Bindra S P Docks & Harbour engineering, Dhanpat Rai and sons 

Reference Books 

1. Agrawal M M (1991). Indian Railway Track, Sachdeva Press, Mayapuri, New Delhi 

2. R Shirinivasan, Harbour dock and tunnel engineering 

3. Rao G V , Airport engineering, Tata McGraw Hill 

4. Horonjeff & Mcklerey, planning & design of airports 

5. Quinn A D, Design and construction of ports and marine structures 

ICT/MOOCs 

1. http://www.cdeep.iitb.ac.in/nptel 

2. http://www.nptel.iitm.ac.in 


